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Affordable Learning Georgia Grants Collections are intended to provide 
faculty with the frameworks to quickly implement or revise the same 
materials as a Textbook Transformation Grants team, along with the aims 
and lessons learned from project teams during the implementation 
process.  
 
Each collection contains the following materials: 
 
 Linked Syllabus  
o The syllabus should provide the framework for both direct 
implementation of the grant team’s selected and created 
materials and the adaptation/transformation of these 
materials.  
 Initial Proposal 
o The initial proposal describes the grant project’s aims in detail. 
 Final Report 
o The final report describes the outcomes of the project and any 




Unless otherwise indicated, all Grants Collection materials are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.  
Initial Proposal
Application Details
Manage Application: Textbook Transformation Grant
Team Members (Name, Title, Department, Institutions if different, and email address for
each): 
Dr. Tamara Powell, Director, Kennesaw State University College of Humanities and Social
Sciences Office of Distance Education and Associate Professor of English, Kennesaw State
University, tpowel25@kennesaw.edu; 
 
Dr. Jonathan Arnett, Assistant Professor of English, English Department, Kennesaw State
University—Kennesaw Campus, earnett@kennesaw.edu 
 
Dr. Monique Logan, Lecturer, Digital Writing and Media Arts Department, Kennesaw State
University—Marietta Campus, mlogan15@kennesaw.edu 
 
Dr. Cassandra Race, Lecturer, Digital Writing and Media Arts Department, Kennesaw State
Award Cycle: Round 3
Internal Submission
Deadline:
Sunday, May 31, 2015
Application Title: 137
Submitter First Name: Tamara
Submitter Last Name: Powell
Submitter Title: Dr.
Submitter Email Address: tpowel25@kennesaw.edu
Submitter Phone Number: 470-578-2911
Submitter Campus Role: Proposal Investigator (Primary or additional)
Applicant First Name: Tamara
Applicant Last Name: Powell
Co-Applicant Name(s): Jonathan Arnett, Monique Logan, Cassandra
Race
Applicant Email Address: tpowel25@kennesaw.edu
Applicant Phone Number: (470)578-2911
Primary Appointment Title: Director, Kennesaw State University College
of Humanities and Social Sciences Office of
Distance Education and Associate Professor
of English
Institution Name(s): Kennesaw State University--Kennesaw
Campus
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University—Marietta Campus, crace@kennesaw.edu 
 
Ms. Tiffani Reardon, Instructional Designer, College of Humanities and Social Sciences,
Kennesaw State University, treardo2@kennesaw.edu 
 
Mr. Lance Linimon, Closed Captioner, linimon@me.com 
 
Mr. James Monroe, Student Worker, College of Humanities and Social Sciences Office of




Sponsor (Name, Title, Department, Institution): 
 
Dr. Laura Palmer, Chair, Digital Writing and Media Arts (DWMA) Department, Kennesaw State
University, Marietta Campus 
 
Dr. H. William Rice, Chair, English Department, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw
Campus 
  
Course Names, Course Numbers and Semesters Offered: 
TCOM 2010: Technical Writing; WRIT 3140: Introduction to Technical Writing (soon to be






















The proposed project involves transforming two currently existing electronic texts into a free,
high-quality, interactive, multimedia textbook for the TCOM 2010 and WRIT 3140 courses at




In order to achieve this overarching goal, we intend to: 
 
-create a textbook that satisfies both student and faculty requirements 
 
-develop and incorporate materials that make the textbook desirable for both students and
faculty members 
 
-provide material that serves the distinct focus of each course 
 
-make the textbook readily available for adoption and use 
 
-encourage the textbook’s adoption and use in onsite, hybrid, and online versions of the
courses 
 





Per student, we will save $115.99 for Logan, Powell, and Race’s courses and $49.95 for
Arnett’s courses. 
List the original course
materials for students
(including title, whether
optional or required, & cost
for each item):
For Logan, Powell, and Race’s courses:
Markel, Technical Communication, required,
$115.99
For Arnett’s courses:
Graves and Graves, A Strategic Guide to
Technical Communication, required, $49.95




Original per Student Cost: For Logan, Powell, and Race's course:






$115.99 for Logan Powell and Race's
course; $49.95 for Arnett's course





Total yearly savings for students in Logan, Powell, and Race’s courses, estimating 445









Total savings per year estimate is $55,611.55. 
  
Statement of Transformation: 
This project will combine and transform an online technical writing textbook called Online
Technical Writing by Dr. David McMurrey
(https://www.prismnet.com/~hcexres/textbook/acctoc.html) and two sections of an ebook
entitled Why Brilliant People Believe Nonsense by Mr. Steve Miller (ebook, not yet published)
and into a new, online textbook. This new textbook will be used in the Digital Writing and
Media Arts (DWMA) Department’s TCOM 2010: Technical Writing and the English





The TCOM 2010 course offered by DWMA focuses more on technical aspects of technical
communication, for example, writing instructions and technical reports. The WRIT 3140 course
offered by English has generally focused more on applied aspects of workplace writing such
as business correspondence. However, there is overlap in the courses, and faculty teaching
both sections have used common textbooks. Therefore, it is logical that these two courses
could make use of this open resource. This textbook could also be used to teach courses in








The McMurrey text covers many of the basic concepts in technical and business writing, and it
provides solid, basic examples of these concepts. However, this text needs more
interconnections among its various parts, would benefit from an expanded discussion of
business communication modalities, and focuses almost exclusively on engineering
applications. We will expand the book’s focus beyond engineering, expand its discussion of
business writing, and both reorganize and link up its contents; we will also write chapters on
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topics this book does not address: ethics, usability, collaboration, project management, web-




The Miller text contains excellent explanations of using graphs and data to draw conclusions.




Dr. McMurrey and Mr. Miller have given us permission to transform their works as needed for













Videos will address and demonstrate concepts such as working with a subject matter expert
(SME), managing project creep, running a usability test, and designing successful training
experiences. Mr. Miller has also agreed to make a video segment for the transformed
textbook. We will also add videos from expert technical communicators, such as Ms. Dawn
Davenport, Technical Writing Team Leader at Elsevier Atlanta; Mr. Bill Randall, Senior
Technical Writer at Pellerin Milnor New Orleans; Chadwick Lyles, Instructional
Designer/Technical Writer at Monitronics Dallas; David Merchant, Technical Communication




Other new multimedia content will include interactive activities to assist students in engaging
with the content in a risk-free way, including quizzes, puzzles, games, matching activities, and








We will work with an instructional designer and a student assistant to put the materials into
EPUB 3 format in SoftChalk, with a printable PDF option. At that point, the textbook will be
tested for usability, and the videos will be closed-captioned. The online version will be hosted
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on the KSU College of Humanities and Social Sciences Office of Distance Education server.








We will pilot the new textbook in TCOM 2010 and WRIT 3140 courses in Summer 2016.
Students in our courses will gain access via a link provided in D2L Brightspace, and this link
will also be freely available to anyone in the world who wishes to use the textbook. The book
will be in html, which means it can be used with or without a learning management system,




We will gain IRB approval for a survey of student satisfaction, and we will gather data including
student satisfaction rates, pass/fail rates, withdrawal rates, success rates, and completion








Secondary stakeholders are the departments that teach the TCOM 2010 and WRIT 3140
courses (DWMA and English, respectively) and the various departments that contribute








Students will benefit in three ways. They will be more likely to obtain the transformed textbook
and its accompanying materials, they are more likely to read the course textbook, and they will




Students often avoid purchasing textbooks because of the expense. Affordable Learning
Georgia has determined that that over the past ten years, textbook prices have increased
82%, and prices continue to increase 6% every year (“About”), and the Institute for College
Access & Success states that as of 2013, 69% of graduating college seniors owed an average
of $28,400 in student loans (“Student Debt”). Accordingly, about 30% of students often forego
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buying required texts for their courses, and students often resist purchasing “extra” items such
as access codes for websites containing supplementary materials. However, because the
transformed textbook we propose will be free to students, they will automatically have the
book, and they will not incur any student loan debt. We estimate to save KSU students




Since the textbook will be free and available to KSU students via D2L Brightspace, it is
therefore more likely that students will read the book and benefit from its contents. Research
supports this conclusion; a 2012 research study involving online educational resources (OERs)
at Virginia State found a 30-40% increase in GPA (“About”). Similarly, research suggests that
OERs improve students’ satisfaction, test scores, and ability to complete their courses of study




Also relating to student satisfaction is the students’ ability to access the transformed textbook
in the medium of their choosing. The textbook will be available via both native web and PDF
formats, so if students prefer to have either a purely online text or a print version, both options








Faculty will benefit from having access to a high-quality teaching resource that will be easily
integrated into D2L Brightspace, has an update schedule based on faculty needs rather than a
publisher’s desire for profits, contains an instructors’ resource section designed around the
needs of technical communication/workplace writing/business communication instructors, and




Faculty will be able to integrate this textbook into any course by simply adding the URL to their
learning management system, or emailing the link to students via email. Instructors will be able
to choose whether to use the supplementary materials as external resources or within the D2L




Faculty will also be able to implement a textbook that has exactly the qualities they need
without having to worry about publishers changing editions every 2–3 years, as has been the
case. Although bleeding-edge technical- and business communication practices in industry are
subject to rapid change, the concepts covered at the basic level of the target courses are fairly
stable, and the transformed textbook’s contents would not change so far as to warrant entirely
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new textbook editions every few years. In addition, because the textbook’s developers will be
in-house members of KSU’s DWMA and English departments, instructors at KSU, or
anywhere, really, will be able to report problems and make requests for updates directly to the




Another benefit for faculty will be an “instructor’s resource” section that contains sample
documents, assignments, syllabi, and course schedules; these materials will assist faculty in




An added benefit that this textbook will bring to users is that it will be designed according to
research-based best practices for distance education. Every member of the transformation
team has been trained in Quality Matters standards. In fact, because KSU requires that Quality
Matters (https://www.qualitymatters.org/) standards be met in every course offered online
through the university, this textbook will be designed with those standards in mind so that
TCOM 2010 and WRIT 3140 courses taught with this textbook will have a running start with








Beyond the multiple sections taught by the four instructors who propose this project (Arnett,
Logan, Powell, Race), the DWMA Department offers about 40 additional sections of TCOM
2010 per year, with about 27 students per section. This course is required by most of the
engineering and computer science programs for ABET accreditation, and it is also an elective
in Construction Management. In the English Department, WRIT 3140 has been a requirement
for Computer Science majors, and it is an elective for Biology majors, Psychology majors, and





Southern Polytechnic State University and Kennesaw State University consolidated in January
2015. While the process was complicated and at times messy, specialists across both
campuses (KSU-Marietta and KSU-Kennesaw) in the very practical, applied field of technical




This project is the first collaborative project across DWMA and English, and the technical
communication specialists are excited at the prospect of working together on a collaborative





Technical communication/technical writing/business writing courses are offered at many
institutions across the USG and the nation. We plan to create a textbook with wide appeal for
both seasoned technical communication instructors and new instructors looking for a textbook
that comes with exercises, sample syllabi, and assignments. 
  
Transformation Action Plan: 
We will develop specific tasks for each member of the development team. Major tasks to
complete in this phase include selecting material to adapt from the existing Online Technical
Writing and Why Brilliant People Believe Nonsense sources, identifying new materials that








We will develop new materials (e.g., chapters on ethics, usability, and collaboration; sample
documents and assignments) to incorporate into the transformed textbook, as well as record








We will port the entire set of existing and new materials into SoftChalk EPUB 3 and PDF
formats and publish the textbook to the web. It will be hosted by the Office of Distance




In addition, we will publish a separate section of instructor resources that can only be








We will pilot-test the transformed textbook during a Summer semester and then roll out a full-

















As needed, we will alter and improve the transformed textbook, and we will continue to do so




We understand that the grant ends in Spring 2017, but it is a part of our discipline as well as
our teaching strategy to use an iterative process for evaluating our teaching materials and
course designs and to revise them in order to improve student outcomes. For this reason, we






The textbook transformation process can be
evaluated according to several metrics:





The textbook used in the Logan, Powell, and
Race courses lists for $115.99, and the
textbook used in the Arnett courses lists for
$49.95; we suspect that a significant number
of students would attempt to get by without
purchasing the books. We will survey
students and determine how many students
used the free, online textbook versus to the
number who would have purchased the
traditional textbooks.
Success and Retention Rates
Current TCOM 2010/WRIT 3140 courses
already have an 81% retention rate. Given
the research data that supports the role of
OERs improving student retention and
success, we suspect that we will see even
greater retention and student success in
courses with the open resource.
Arnett and Powell are teaching WRIT 3140 in
Summer 2015. Arnett is teaching WRIT 3140
in Fall 2015 and Spring 2016. Logan and
Race are teaching TCOM 2010 in Fall 2015
and Spring 2016. The faculty will keep a
record of average grades and DFW delta
rates in these courses for baselines to
compare to data from the Summer 2016 and
Fall 2016 offerings that will use the
transformed textbook.
Student Satisfaction
We will seek IRB approval to survey students
regarding elements of student satisfaction
with the textbook including ease of use,
accessibility, and helpfulness with regard to
achieving learning objectives. The survey will
also seek qualitative student feedback and
suggestions for improvement. After the pilot,
the team will discuss revisions to be made
and implemented.
The team will then collect the same data
from the summer iterations of the courses for
comparison.
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Attend Kick-Off Meeting. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race, Reardon 
 




Review Online Technical Writing contents. Select chapters to include (with credit to McMurrey
and Miller). Decide upon logical order. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Write Fall 2015 status report 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Identify chapters and resources that need to be created. Divide up according to specialty.
Write chapters and create resources. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Identify SMEs who might guest lecture for small segments to be included in the textbook. Set
up times to film those segments. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 






Reardon and Monroe 
 





Move the contents into SoftChalk. 
 
Reardon and Monroe 
 
January 15, 2016-April 15, 2016 
 
Create interactive activities based on textbook content. 
 
Arnett, Linimon, Logan, Powell, Race, Monroe 
 




Prepare video elements for closed captioning. Run the WAV toolbar to identify any
accessibility issues with the content. 
 
Reardon and Linimon 
 




Race and Logan will create a sample syllabus for TCOM 2010. Arnett and Powell will create a
sample syllabus for 3140. These syllabi will be used as the basis for the course redesigns.
Because the textbook will be set up in a fashion to complement the way the courses are
currently taught, the redesign strategies should be straightforward. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Proofread the transformed textbook, checking for correct grammar, spelling, and
documentation. View the transformed textbook with an eye to adherence to best practices in
document design. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Create the textbook as an EPUB 3. Make it accessible via the KSU CHSS ODE server. Put the
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Submit textbook satisfaction survey for students to IRB for IRB approval. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Perform usability testing, write usability report, make revisions. 
 
Reardon and Monroe 
 




Write Spring 2016 status report 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Pilot textbook in Summer 2016 WRIT 3140 class. 
 
Arnett and Powell 
 




Survey students regarding experience with textbook. 
 
Arnett and Powell 
 





Collect data, including satisfaction rate, pass/fail rate, withdraw rate, success and completion
rate for grant report. 
 
Arnett and Powell 
 




Write and submit grant report. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Powell, Race 
 




Launch next round of implementation and testing. 
 
Arnett, Logan, Race 
 
Fall 2016-Fall 2016 
  
Budget: 



























































Travel to conference to publicize project, (for example, Society for Technical Communication


















As noted above, multiple sections of both courses are offered every semester, and they will
continue to be offered into the foreseeable future. 
 
It is easy to make revisions to the online text, and as such revisions are needed, every team
member can add or update sections, add videos or other supplements and resources, or make
other changes as needed. It will be a pleasure to break free from publishers’ hold on courses.
Currently, new editions come out that dictate changes to page numbers, chapter orders, etc.
Rarely do new editions offer anything new in the way of content. Instructors using this textbook
will be able to take control of the textbook and decide what new developments in technical





















College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences 
Department of English 
May 27, 2015 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I write in support of the application for an Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook 
Transformation grant put forward by Dr. Jonathan Arnett, Dr. Monique Logan, Dr. 
Cassandra Race, and Dr. Tammy Powell. 
If funded, this grant will enable our faculty to create an open-source textbook for 
WRIT 3140. This open source text will enable the students who take WRIT 3140 to 
avoid the $115 cost of the textbook that is normally required for the course. Since 
the open source text will exist on the Internet, it will provide many dynamic features 
not available in a traditional textbook. Equally important, it will be sustainable 
indefinitely. Revisions to the text will not require a new edition (and a new expense 
for students), but rather revisions of the existing online text. 
WRIT 3140 is one of the most popular courses we offer in the English Department. 
The students who take the course are not just English majors. Many of them come 
from disciplines throughout the university. Should this grant be funded, it will be of 




H. William ice, Ph.1( D. /
, 
 
Chair and Professor of English 
English Building• MD 2701 440 Bartow Ave. - Kennesaw, GA 30144 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook Transformation Grants  
Final Report 
Date: May 23, 2017 
Grant Number: 137 
Institution Name(s): Kennesaw State University 
Team Members (Name, Title, Department, Institutions if different, and email address for 
each): 
Dr. Tamara Powell, Director, College of Humanities and Social Sciences Office of Distance 
Education, Professor of English, Kennesaw State University—Kennesaw Campus, 
tpowel25@kennesaw.edu 
Dr. Jonathan Arnett, Assistant Professor of English, Kennesaw State University—Kennesaw 
Campus, earnett@kennesaw.edu 
Dr. Cassandra Race, Lecturer, Digital Writing and Media Arts, Kennesaw State University—
Marietta Campus, crace@kennesaw.edu 
Dr. Monique Logan, Lecturer, Digital Writing and Media Arts, Kennesaw State University—
Marietta Campus, mlogan15@kennesaw.edu 
Ms. Tiffani Reardon, Instructional Designer, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
Kennesaw State University, treardo2@kennesaw.edu 
Ms. Megan MacDonald, Instructional Designer, Distance Learning Center, Kennesaw State 
University, mmacdon3@kennesaw.edu 
Mx. James Monroe, Student Worker, College of Humanities and Social Sciences Office of 
Distance Education, Kennesaw State University, krm0540@students.kennesaw.edu 
Mr. Lance Linimon, Closed Captioner, linimon@me.com 
Project Lead: Dr. Tamara Powell 
Course Name(s) and Course Numbers: 
WRIT 3140: Workplace Writing 
TCOM 2110: Technical Communication 
Semester Project Began: Fall 2015 
Semester(s) of Implementation: Summer 2016, Fall 2016 
Average Number of Students Per Course Section: Summer:  22 Fall: 23.5  Spring: 25 
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Number of Course Sections Affected by Implementation: Summer 2016: 2; Fall 2016: 11; 
Spring 2017: 10 
Total Number of Students Affected by Implementation: 496 
 
1.  Narrative 
A.  Describe the key outcomes, whether positive, negative, or interesting, of your project.   
 
The transformation experience was exhilarating and inspiring as we achieved our dream of 
creating a resource for students that was under our control and reflected the way we 
wanted to teach. It was also challenging—we learned that remixing materials is complicated 
and time consuming.  As human beings, we had human problems get in the way of our 
project, which caused delays. And that meant we were up against the clock in the last 
weeks before the pilot.  
 We found that getting SMEs to create video lectures or schedule filming sessions was harder 
and more time-consuming than we had anticipated. In spite of being offered $50 
honorariums, several of the experts we originally approached backed out at the last minute, 
and other experts found it difficult to schedule time to record their videos. 
 
Another content-creation problem we encountered was the issue of authorial voice. Six 
separate authors worked on the book’s chapters and examples, and the final product clearly 
reflects this division of labor. We somewhat finessed a solution by treating the book as 
almost an anthology: new chapters bear the name of the group member who created them; 
transformed chapters that required light editing bear the original authors’ names; and 
transformed chapters that required extensive editing bear both the editors’ and the original 
authors’ names.  
 
By far, the most problematic issues that the group members faced appeared while 
attempting to integrate the McMurrey text’s chapters; rather than being able to edit the 
existing chapters on a surface level, group members often found themselves rewriting the 
chapters to solve problems with theory, verbosity, and focus. One example of theoretical 
problems appeared in a chapter that discussed a technical communicator’s need to 
“translate” concepts for a document’s audience. In context, the idea of translating ideas 
from engineering-ese into English makes intuitive sense, but technical communicators 
prefer to “articulate” concepts so they are appropriate for a target audience [1]. 
 
Similarly, the original McMurrey chapters were written in a conversational style, but a 
major target audience for our OER is engineering and computer science majors, who greatly 
prefer short, concise documents. Furthermore, the original chapters contained many long 
paragraphs with multiple sentences, but research indicates that short paragraphs with 
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short, pithy sentences are more readable online—especially on smaller screens—[2], which 
is how we anticipate our students will access the textbook. 
 
Problems with focus appeared with in-text examples and sample documents that focused 
almost exclusively on engineering. While many of our students are engineers-in-training, 
many of our students are computer science majors, and a smaller but significant minority 
are Integrative Studies majors, whose degrees combine multiple academic areas; examples 
that exclusively catered to engineers would not benefit either cohort of students. Also, if we 
wish to expand this OER and extend it to other technical communication or business writing 
courses, we need to take care not to alienate these other potential readers. 
 
Overall, it was a good experience for us, and a good experience for our students. Thank you 
to the USG and Affordable Learning Georgia for helping to make this dream of ours a reality. 
 
[1] J. D. Slack et al. “The technical communicator as author: Meaning, power, authority,” J. Bus. Tech. Comm, vol. 7, no. 1, pp. 
12-36, Jan. 1993. 
 
[2] J. Nielsen and J. Morkes. (1998, Jan. 6). Applying writing guidelines to web pages [Online]. Available: 
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/applying-writing-guidelines-web-pages/ 
 
3. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures 
3a. Overall Measurements 
Student Opinion of Materials  
Was the overall student opinion about the materials used in the course positive, 
neutral, or negative? 
Total number of students affected in this project: for summer 2016, 36 
• Positive: 95 % of 21 respondents 
• Neutral: 0 % of 21 respondents 









Student Learning Outcomes and Grades 
Was the overall comparative impact on student performance in terms of learning 
outcomes and grades in the semester(s) of implementation over previous 
semesters positive, neutral, or negative? 
 
         Choose One:   
• X--online      Positive: Higher performance outcomes measured over previous 
semester(s) 
• ___       Neutral: Same performance outcomes over previous semester(s) 
• X—face to face     Negative: Lower performance outcomes over previous semester(s)  
In the online course, the average grade rose from 74 to 78% (C). In the face to face course, the 
average grade dropped from 84.38 to 80.42 (B).  
Student Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) Rates 
Was the overall comparative impact on Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) rates in the 
semester(s) of implementation over previous semesters positive, neutral, or 
negative? 
Drop/Fail/Withdraw Rate: 
For summer 2016 
6% of students, out of a total 16 students affected, dropped/failed/withdrew from the face 
to face course in the first semester of implementation.  
16% of students, out of a total 25 students affected, dropped/failed/withdrew from the 
online course in the first semester of implementation.  
Choose One:   
• X—face to face     Positive: This is a lower percentage of students with D/F/W than 
previous semester(s) 
• ___     Neutral: This is the same percentage of students with D/F/W than previous 
semester(s) 
• X--online    Negative: This is a higher percentage of students with D/F/W than 
previous semester(s) 
3b. Narrative 
Here are the statistics from the two pilot courses, one online and one face to face 
(SUMMER 2016). We also included numbers from the same courses offered the previous 
summer with publisher materials (SUMMER 2015). Please note, Kennesaw State University 
and Southern Polytechnic State University consolidated in 2015. This course was originally 
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WRIT 3140: Introduction to Technical Communication in 2015. In 2016, it became WRIT 
3140: Workplace Writing. The main student audience shifted from computer science majors 
to integrative studies majors. For this reason, comparing the data from summer 2015 and 
summer 2016 has been a bit like comparing apples and oranges.  
 
 
While students had mixed feelings about the textbook, stating in course evaluations that  
“I did not like the set up of the course textbook. It was just okay.”  
and 
“Maybe more videos and handouts and a printed book to supplement or in primary use of 
the content.” 
Students were also provided the opportunity to respond to a survey solely about the 
textbook.  
What follows is a summary of the questions and responses from the 21 students who 
responded, out of 36 total students in the two sections.  
Of the respondents, 15 were in the online section, and 5 were in the face to face section, 
and one declined to answer the question. 
Nineteen students said they acquired the textbook without trouble, and two said they had 
no trouble acquiring it, but they didn’t acquire it because they didn’t want it.  
When asked, “Did you feel the organization of the textbook was complementary to the 
course organization?” 18 answered “yes,” and three answered, “no.”  
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When asked, “Do you feel there were any gaps in the textbook as far as course content 
goes?” 19 answered “no,” and two answered, “yes.” Students were asked to comment on 
any gaps observed, but none did.  
Students were asked, “Did the textbook for this class help you with coursework?” The 
responses provided, below.  
 
 
When asked, “Were the example documents provided in the textbook helpful to you as you 
learned the material?” 8 students answered, “Very helpful,” and 12 students answered, 
“Somewhat helpful.” No students selected “Not helpful.” One student selected, “Don’t 
know/couldn’t say.”  
As we created the textbook, we were particularly proud of the videos, quizzes, activities, 
sample documents, and other materials that we created to support learning and 
engagement in the online textbook. When asked, “Were the supplemental materials in the 
textbook (videos, quizzes, activities, sample documents) helpful to you as you used the 
textbook to learn the material?” 12 students responded, “The supplemental materials were 
somewhat helpful,” and 9 students answered, “The supplemental materials were very 
helpful.” Three other choices, “There were no supplemental materials in my textbook,” 
“The supplemental materials were not helpful,” and “The supplemental materials were very 








When asked, “Think about the supplemental materials in the textbook (videos, quizzes, 
activities, sample documents). Which of these (videos by experts in the field or professors, 
practice quizzes on concepts presented in the text, activities to assist you in learning more 
about the material or exploring the material in depth, sample documents) helped you to 
learn more about the topic of technical writing/workplace writing?” students answered as 
follows, showing a preference for the sample documents.  
 
 
When asked, “Compare this to other textbooks (not including non-textbook assigned reading),” 








When asked, “How useful do you think this textbook will be after class is over?” students 
responded as follows:  
 
 
When asked, “How much did cost affect your decision on whether or not to buy and read 
the book?” 
No students answered that they could not afford the open educational resource we had 
created. This answer changed from 2015 when publisher materials were in use, and 15% of 
respondents then said “Very much. I could not afford it, so I didn’t buy/read it.”  
There were other interesting findings from the survey. Five of the 20 students responding to 
a question about use of the textbook shared that they printed out at least some of it. Two 
of the 20 students shared that they sometimes used the screen reader to listen to the 











When asked, “Thinking about the textbook required for the course, which of the following 




One interesting response emerged from a question regarding how a student decides if he or 
she acquires the book for a course. One student answered, “I never acquire a textbook, no 
matter what.” Presumably, even though a free textbook was provided, the student declined 
to use it.  
Students were also asked to provide any additional feedback they wishes (these responses 
are shared in their entirety under “Quotes,” below.) From the student responses, we 
realized that perhaps in addition to a video assisting students in navigating the D2L site, we 
should also create a video to assist them in navigating the online textbook. Also, we want to 
continue to add examples, videos, activities, and sample documents to the textbook as we 
continue to update it each year.  
In comparing the survey data from summer 2015, when publisher textbooks were used, to 
the survey data from 2016 when the OER was used, some interesting findings presented 
themselves.  
In 2015, 2/26 students said that they were unable to afford the textbook, vs. 0/21 in 2016. 
When asked, “Did you feel the organization of the textbook was complementary to the 
course organization,” 95% said “yes” in 2015. 85.71% said “yes” in 2016, indicating that the 
new courses need to be looked at carefully to ensure they are aligned with the textbook 
when appropriate.  
When asked, “Do you feel there were any gaps in the textbook as far as course content 
goes,” 0% said yes in 2015 vs. 9.52% who answered “yes” in 2016. Students were asked to 
supply details in a space below the question, but none did. However, in the course 
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evaluations, one student requested that instructions and standard operating procedures be 
added to the course, and the instructors have discussed adding those materials as soon as 
possible to WRIT 3140.  
When asked, “Did the textbook for this class help you with coursework,” in 2015, 19.25% 
said they never opened it vs. 0% who responded that way in 2016. In 2015, 50% of the 
students said they read the assigned chapters and it deepened their understanding vs. 
42.86% who answered the same way in 2016. 
When asked, “Were the supplemental materials in the textbook (videos, quizzes, activities, 
sample documents) helpful to you as you used the textbook to learn the material,” 26.92% 
said “yes” in 2015 vs. 42.86% in 2016. And it’s true, we are very proud of the supplementary 
materials the subject matter experts and instructional designers placed in the course.  
In 2016, 80% of students said they acquired the book without stress, compared to 65.38% in 
2015.  
Finally, when asked to choose between two statements, 1) This textbook had no impact on 
the learning experience I had in this course vs. 2) This textbook added value to my learning 
experience in the course, 73.08% selected #2 in 2015 compared to 95.24% who selected #2 
in 2016.  Both surveys are included in this final report.  
 
2.  Quotes 
At the end of the survey, student were asked for any feedback they wished to share. Here 
are the 12 responses that were provided.  
This textbook was easy to understand and move through the course. The only thing I did not 
like was there were not very many visuals and examples. 
it was so helpful 
I love that the text book was given to the course instead of having to purchase the book. The 
material was useful but was difficult to see all of it because of the way it was organized. 
The textbook was helpful, but not as helpful as other textbooks. I wish it was better 
description and examples provided for each section. 
This class was very interesting especially since it is my last semester. [The professor] is a great 
instructor and cares about [the] students. However, it took some time getting use to the 
course material and the modules. The information I grasp I will continue to apply it in my 
everyday life. 
The textbook was helpful in guiding me through the assignments. The activities were the 
most helpful out of all the supplemental materials for the class. 
I felt that this book was perfectly integrated with the course material and assignments. It 
definitely helped me on all assignments and quizzes as well as have me a better 
understanding of the material we covered. 
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I am glad I did not have to pay for the book because it allowed me to save money. I found the 
book easy to access. The book works well with the course. 
I feel this course is full of useful information regarding technical/workplace writing. I am not 
100% sure if it is the course material or the layout of the online book but at times it got 
confusing to follow. It did not always flow very well, but that could be do to the material at 
hand and not necessarily because of the book. 
I liked how the book was provided to the class. It was also very helpful to have the extra 
clarification in understandable terms so that I could understand all the concepts. 
having the online readings allowed it useful and affordable to educate and increase my 
knowledge for my class. 
The survey that this online course just had to take wasn't fully relevant to us considering that 
we didn't have to buy the textbook at all because it was provided to us in our modules. This 
made answering some of these questions a bit difficult. The book is well written and very 
informative on the topics at hand. For me personally if each module could be set up where 
there is one page rather than multiple pages it would be less overwhelming for each week. 















4. Sustainability Plan 
The materials are freely available to anyone on the internet. Each year we will discuss 
revisions. We also plan to add videos and sample documents to enhance the usefulness 
of the offerings. We will meet and discuss revisions each year.  In the survey, some 
students indicated that they did not feel the course organization was complementary to 
the textbook. We will examine the course revisions to ensure that they are aligned more 
closely with the textbook when appropriate. Also, as noted in the narrative, for WRIT 
3140, the student audience changed from information science majors in 2015 to 
integrative studies (leadership studies) majors in 2016. (For the TCOM 2010 offerings, 
the audience will remain engineering majors and information science majors.) In 2016, 2 
students indicated that they felt there were gaps in the textbook as far as course 
content was concerned. While these two respondents declined to provide details, in the 
course evaluations, students requested that writing instructions and standard operating 
procedures be added to the course. This information is included in the new textbook but 
was not assigned in the 2016 online course. From reviewing this student feedback, it 
seems that writing instructions and standard operating procedures readings and 
assignments need to be added to the 2017 online WRIT 3140 course.  
 
5. Future Plans 
From Jonathan Arnett: 
I'd like to continue revising the book, as I'm not thrilled with its current state. I have asked 
Tiffani Reardon to install analytics and track how students are using/not using the book; a few 
presentations and at least one publication (likely IEEE) could come out of that, for sure. 
 
From Cassandra Race: 
I've come to a more powerful recognition of just how important it is to tailor our materials to 
our student population, and I've learned that I am really, really picky about what I use!  I also 
like creating my own materials and lessons, and just using the text as a reference or foundation. 
That allows me the flexibility to have a text as support while tailoring instruction to needs of the 
students, for example the engineering students writing the proposals for capstones and so forth. 
 
From Monique Logan: 
Thus far, I along with members of this book project as well as those of my department plan to 
present Sexy Technical Communication at the ProComm 2016 conference in Austin, TX on 
October 3-5, 2016. 
 
From Tamara Powell 
I have been asked to create an African American literature course, and after this project, 




6.  Description of Photograph 
Left to right, Dr. Cassandra Race, Subject Matter Expert; Dr. Monique Logan, Subject Matter 
Expert; Dr. Jonathan Arnett, Subject Matter Expert, Ms. Tiffani Reardon, Instructional Designer; 
Dr. Tamara Powell, Team Lead and Subject Matter Expert. 
